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►►► Economy 

 
Business Insider 
►  Pending home sales jump to nine-year high 
Pending home sales rose more than expected in April. According to the 
National Association of Realtors, sales rose 3.4% month-over-month, and 
rose 13.4% year-over-year. 
 
Business Recorder 
►  Spain’s wealth gap widens as economy powers ahead  
Government and consumer spending helped Spain's economy power 
ahead in the first quarter, data showed, though evidence is also... 

►►► Politics 

 
Reuters 
►  U.S. defense aid to Israel to rise over Iran deal fears: sources 
U.S. defense aid to Israel is likely to increase after 2017, sources on both 
sides said on Thursday, seeing a possible link to Washington's efforts to... 
 
International Business Times 
►  Russian President Vladimir Putin Accuses US Of Meddling In FIFA 
As Congress Begins 
Russian President Vladimir Putin on Thursday accused the United States of 
meddling in internal FIFA affairs after Swiss authorities arrested several... 

►►► Opinions 

 
Gerald Ashley 
►  Don't let success go to your head 
It may seem bizarre to consider trading successes as a problem, but there are 
judgement and decision traps that can be caused by success. It is common in 
sport to hear of very successful athletes complete a lifetime’s goal... 
 
Elizabeth A. Cobbs 
►  Why U.S. ‘believes’ Pakistan’s bin Laden story 
Why do allies sometimes pretend to believe one another’s lies? There are 
good reasons and bad, as new evidence about the U.S. relationship with 
Pakistan demonstrates.  

►►► Currencies 

 
WBP Online 
►  USD/JPY: Yen's Downturn Softens After US Jobless Claims  
The yen continued to be under pressure ahead of the US market open on 
Thursday, even as the weekly jobless claims print from the US came in 
worse than estimates. 
 
RTT News 
►  NZ Dollar Extends Decline As Fonterra Slashes Milk Payout Forecast 
The New Zealand dollar continued to trade in a negative territory in 
European deals on Thursday, after Fonterra Cooperative Group trimmed 
its farmgate milk price forecast for the 2014/15 season, due to lower... 

►►► Markets 

 
Investing.com 
►  Oil slumps to 4-week low as dollar firms up, U.S. supply data ahead  
West Texas Intermediate oil futures reversed earlier gains to hit a fresh four-
week low on Thursday, as the U.S. dollar firmed after earlier losses amid 
growing expectations for higher interest rates in the U.S. this year.   
 
MarketWatch 
►  Gold attempts to break 4-day losing streak 
Gold futures edged higher Thursday in an attempt to break a four-day losing 
streak, although the dollar remained likely to continue setting the tone.  

►►► Top Videos 

 
Bloomberg 
►  How Will Higher Interest Rates Affect High Yield Bonds? 
Franklin Templeton Fixed Income Group Senior Vice President Eric 
Takaha discusses the bond markets.  
 
CNBC 
►  Cramer: Here's what's going on with Costco 
CNBC's Jim Cramer explains why he thinks investors are selling the stock 
after it posted quarterly results.  
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Disclaimer 
Everything in this article, including opinions and figures, is provided for informational purposes only and may not be interpreted as financial advice or solicitation of 
products. Dukascopy group assume no responsibility for the completeness or the accuracy of any data contained in this article. Financial figures indicated in this 
article have not been verified by the Dukascopy group. Views, opinions and analyses are those of the author of the article, and are not endorsed by the Dukascopy 
group.  
 
Dukascopy group waive any and all warranties, express or implied, regarding, but without limitation to, warranties of the merchantability or the fitness for a 
particular purpose, with respect to all information in this article. Dukascopy group shall under no circumstances be responsible for any direct, indirect, consequential, 
contingent or any other damages sustained in connection with the use of this article. 
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